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ABSTRACT: We investigate the photoinduced relaxation dynamics of Cr atoms
embedded into superfluid helium nanodroplets. One- and two-color resonant two-
photon ionization (1CR2PI and 2CR2PI, respectively) are applied to study the two
strong ground state transitions z7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 and y7P2,3,4° ← a7S3. Upon photoexcitation,
Cr* atoms are ejected from the droplet in various excited states, as well as paired with
helium atoms as Cr*−Hen exciplexes. For the y7P2,3,4° intermediate state, comparison of
the two methods reveals that energetically lower states than previously identified are also
populated. With 1CR2PI we find that the population of ejected z5P3° states is reduced for
increasing droplet size, indicating that population is transferred preferentially to lower
states during longer interaction with the droplet. In the 2CR2PI spectra we find evidence
for generation of bare Cr atoms in their septet ground state (a7S3) and metastable quintet
state (a5S2), which we attribute to a photoinduced fast excitation−relaxation cycle
mediated by the droplet. A fraction of Cr atoms in these ground and metastable states is
attached to helium atoms, as indicated by blue wings next to bare atom spectral lines. These relaxation channels provide new
insight into the interaction of excited transition metal atoms with helium nanodroplets.

■ INTRODUCTION

The advent of helium nanodroplets (HeN) has spawned many
new vistas in the field of matrix isolation spectroscopy.1,2

Various fascinating spectroscopic experiments have been
enabled by helium nanodroplet isolation spectroscopy, among
them the study of the phenomenon of superfluidity from a
microscopic perspective3,4 or the investigation of high-spin
molecules.5−7 Helium droplets as well as bulk superfluid
helium8 offer a unique spectroscopic matrix because of the
weak interaction with dopants. HeN with an internal temper-
ature of 0.37 K can be easily combined with many
spectroscopic techniques. Utilizing the method of resonant
multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy for the
investigation of doped helium nanodroplets is well established
and has recently enabled the study of unusual alkali metal−
(HeN) Rydberg complexes9−13 as well as tailored molecules and
clusters.14−16

The investigation of complex magnetic phenomena in small
nanoclusters is of interest for both fundamental theory of
magnetism and the development of novel electronic devices. In
this context, chromium (Cr) atoms with their huge magnetic
moment17 are of special interest. Cr nanoclusters exhibit a rich
magnetic behavior and unusual properties, which are highly
dependent on their geometric structure and spin configuration.
A fundamental example of such an unusual and spin-dependent
effect is the Kondo response of the triangular Cr trimer.18

Helium nanodroplets are known to favor the formation of high-
spin species,6 which may offer a convenient way for the
selective preparation of high-spin Cr nanoclusters and their
subsequent surface deposition19,20 under soft landing con-
ditions.21

Recently, we started the investigation of Cr atoms and
clusters embedded in HeN.

22−24 Mass spectroscopic studies
demonstrated the formation of clusters consisting of up to 9 Cr
atoms.22 To gain deeper insight into the interaction between Cr
atoms and the helium droplet, we focused on the spectroscopic
study of single isolated Cr atoms in HeN. These experiments
shine light on the influence of the droplet on the electronic
structure of the Cr atom as well as photoinduced dynamics by
utilizing various spectroscopic methods such as laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy, beam depletion (BD) spec-
troscopy and one-color resonant two-photon ionization
(1CR2PI). Our previous studies cover the y7P2,3,4° and z5P1,2,3°
states. The y7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 transition appears broadened (600
cm−1) and blue-shifted. In addition, transitions to discrete
autoionizing (AI) states (g5D2,3,4 and e3D1,2,3), which are
interacting with the ionization continuum,23 were observed.
Dispersed LIF spectra recorded upon excitation to y7P2,3,4° show
narrow band bare atom emission from the y7P2°, z

5P1,2,3° , and
z7P2,3,4° states.24 Both observations demonstrate that a fraction
of the Cr atoms is ejected from the droplets upon
photoexcitation to the y7P2,3,4° states. These experiments show
that the dynamic processes induced by photoexcitation are
governed by nonradiative, droplet-mediated relaxation mecha-
nisms that result in the formation of bare Cr* atoms in various
excited and metastable states.
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In this article we extend our studies to previously
uninvestigated spectral regimes. The utilization of two-color
resonant two-photon ionization (2CR2PI) spectroscopy via the
two strong ground state transitions (z7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 and y7P2,3,4°
← a7S3) offers new insights into the photoinduced dynamics of
Cr−HeN and the interactions between Cr and HeN. 2CR2PI
can be applied to energetically lower states due to the addition
of a second laser with higher photon energy. In addition to the
observation of bare atoms, we discuss the photoinduced
generation of ground state Cr−Hen complexes and excited
Cr*−Hen exciplexes. The formation of complexes consisting of
excited atoms or molecules with several attached helium atoms
is a general process initiated by the excitation of foreign species
embedded in helium nanodroplets. These neutral “exciplexes”
have been observed for example for surface bound atoms such
as alkali metal25−31 atoms and molecules and alkaline-earth
metal atoms32 as well as for species located inside the
droplet.33,34 Here we show that not only bare Cr atoms relax
into the quintet or septet ground state but also the observed
Cr−Hen complexes. Different ionization pathways that are
competing with relaxation mechanisms are reflected in the
difference between 1CR2PI and 2CR2PI spectra. The study of
the droplet size dependence of a selected transition shows
additional characteristics about the relaxation and ejection
mechanisms.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experimental setup has been described in detail in previous
publications.23,24,35,36 In brief, the HeN beam is formed in a
supersonic expansion of helium gas (purity 99.9999%) from a
cooled nozzle (5 μm diameter, p0 = 50 bar stagnation pressure,
and T0 = 10−24 K temperature). The droplet size is controlled
by T0 and follows a log−normal distribution with maximum
values in the range N̂ ≈ 350 (T0 = 24 K) to N̂ ≈ 8300 (T0 = 13
K). The droplet beam is crossed at right angles along 10 mm of
its path by an effusive Cr atom beam obtained from a home-
built high temperature electron bombardment source arranged
parallel below the droplet beam.22 With this crossed beam
geometryand additional five small apertures to collimate the
droplet beamit can be ensured that no free atoms reach the
detector. The heating power of the Cr source is optimized for
single atom pick up (∼1700 °C). The beam of Cr-doped HeN is
crossed at right angles by laser beams inside the extraction
region of a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS, Balzers
QMG 422). This setup allows 1CR2PI and 2CR2PI mass
spectroscopy where either the laser wavelength is scanned and
the mass filter is set to the most abundant Cr isotope of 52 u
(56 u for Cr−He) or the detected mass is scanned for a fixed
laser wavelength. For 2CR2PI one laser is always kept at a
constant wavelength of 308 nm (32 468 cm−1).
For 1CR2PI the laser pulses are obtained from a dye laser

(Lambda Physik FL3002, dyes: RDC 360 Neu for 27 600−28
800 cm−1, Stilben 3 for 23 200−23 900 cm−1, and Coumar-
in307 for 19 100−20 100 cm−1) pumped by an excimer laser
(Radiant Dyes RD-EXC-200, XeCl, 308 nm ≙ 32 468 cm−1,
∼20 ns pulse duration, 100 Hz repetition rate). For 2CR2PI a
fraction of the 308 nm light is branched off and guided to the
ionization region. The temporal overlap with the ∼15 ns dye
laser pulses is set to >10 ns. Both laser beams are moderately
focused to a spot size of ∼5 mm2. For the two-color experiment
both lasers are attenuated best possible to reduce the
probability of dopant ionization by photons of a single
wavelength. Reasonable pulse energies were found within

0.3−0.6 mJ for all four laser wavelength regimes (Stilben 3,
RDC 360 Neu, Coumarin 307, and XeCl laser).
In principle, R2PI occurs via the absorption of two photons,

which can be of the same or of different colors (1CR2PI and
2CR2PI, respectively). The tunable laser is scanned across a
resonant state while the ion yield is recorded as a function of
laser wavelength. For 2CR2PI a second laser with constant
wavelength is present. Relaxation mechanisms after the first
absorption step have to be taken into account. The energy level
diagram of selected Cr atomic states37 is shown in Figure 1

together with various excitation and ionization paths for
1CR2PI and 2CR2PI. Due to the Cr ionization limit at
54575.6 ± 0.3 cm−138 a successive absorption of at least two
photons is required for ionization. The first step of the R2PI
scheme is an excitation from the a7S3 ground state (electron
configuration: 3d54s) to the excited states z7P2,3,4° (3d54p) or
y7P2,3,4° (3d44s4p). The observed broadening and blue shift
induced by the HeN are indicated as shaded areas above these
levels. Both ground state excitations are accomplished by the
tunable dye lasers in the regime of 23 200−23 900 cm−1 for
z7P2,3,4° (red arrow in Figure 1) and 27 600−28 800 cm−1 for
y7P2,3,4° (blue arrow). Upon excitation to z7P2,3,4° only a XeCl
laser photon of 32 468 cm−1 (black arrow) has sufficient energy
for ionization whereas for the y7P2,3,4° states photons of both the
dye laser and the XeCl laser are able to ionize. The lower limit
for PI with a single XeCl laser photon is marked by a dotted
horizontal line. As indicated by the results, bare ground and
metastable state Cr atoms and Cr−Hen complexes are
produced in the course of 2CR2PI.

Figure 1. Energy level diagram for bare Cr atoms37 showing 1CR2PI
and 2CR2PI paths as combination of dye- and XeCl laser excitations
and ionizations. The shaded areas above the z7P2,3,4° and y7P2,3,4° states
indicate the droplet broadened and shifted excitation region. The
dashed arrows indicate nonradiative relaxation paths. The dotted
horizontal line at 22 108 cm−1 marks the lower limit above which
ionization with a single XeCl laser photon (32 468 cm−1) is possible.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
y7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 Excitation. We begin with the 2CR2PI

excitation spectrum of the y7P2,3,4° (3d44s4p) ← a7S3 (3d54s)
transition (bottom of Figure 2) because it can be compared

with the 1CR2PI spectrum of our previous work (top of Figure
2).23 Cr+ ions, which are detected at 52 u, are produced by in-
droplet excitation with the tunable dye laser to the intermediate
y7P2,3,4° states and subsequently ionized by a second photon
either from the dye laser (1CR2PI) or from the XeCl laser
(2CR2PI). In both 52Cr+ spectra the width of the droplet
broadened feature appears stretched over about 600 cm−1 to
the blue side of the y7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 bare atom transitions37

(indicated by triangles in Figure 2). This is also in agreement
with BD and LIF spectra.24 As discussed in more detail in ref
23, this broadening depends on the change in electron
configuration and is moderate compared to the same Cr
transitions obtained in heavy rare-gas matrices39 and com-
parable to the excitation spectra of other atomic species in
HeN.

40 Although the onset of the broad structure occurs at the
same wavelength in both cases, the 2CR2PI spectrum shows an
additional shoulder in the range 27 900−28 100 cm−1

compared to the 1CR2PI spectrum. Upon in-droplet y7P2,3,4°
excitation, ejection of bare Cr atoms in excited z5P1,2,3° states has

previously been identified.23,24 We take this increased signal in
the 2CR2PI spectrum as indication for additional relaxation to
states below z5P1,2,3° . Because of the higher photon energy
available in 2CR2PI (XeCl laser at 32 468 cm−1) as compared
to 1CR2PI, a number of excited states that may be populated
(e.g., a3P, z7P°, a3H, b5D, a3G, a3F, z7P°, cf., Figure 1) can add
to the PI signal in the 2CR2PI scheme but not in 1CR2PI.
A 2CR2PI scan in the same spectral region with the mass

filter tuned to the 52Cr+−He mass (gray line in Figure 2,
bottom) reveals a spectrum that is comparable in shape to the
52Cr+ signal. This proves the formation of Cr*−He exciplexes
during the relaxation−ejection process. The 52Cr+−He signal is
much weaker than that of 52Cr+ (different scaling factors have
been used for the two traces). However, no conclusions can be
drawn about the Cr*/Cr*−He ratio because excess energy of
the ionizing photon leads to fragmentation of the exciplexes at
an unknown rate.
The appearance of sharper features also depends on the

ionization scheme. In the 1CR2PI spectrum (Figure 2, top)
sharp lines above 28 000 cm−1 represent the bare atom
transitions from the excited z5P1,2,3° to the autoionizing states
g5D2,3,4 and e3D1,2,3, as described in detail in ref 23. These
transitions are barely visible in the 2CR2PI spectrum (Figure 2,
bottom black curve). Upon ejection of excited Cr*, the
presence of XeCl radiation in the 2CR2PI scheme provides a
second ionization channel. This leads to a strong increase of PI
into the continuum that apparently outweighs the transition to
an AI state by a second resonant dye laser photon. Below
28 000 cm−1, narrow structures are present at the bare atom
y7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 line positions in the 2CR2PI spectrum but not at
all in the 1CR2PI spectrum. These asymmetric lines with a
wing on the blue side are present in neither the BD nor LIF
spectra.24 We take these features as proof for the generation of
bare, ground state (a7S3) Cr atoms and Cr−Hen molecules
related to XeCl laser excitation of the 2CR2PI scheme (see
discussion below). Due to our crossed pickup geometry we can
exclude that bare atoms reach the ionization region directly.
This is proven by two facts: first, without helium droplets but
with a heated Cr source, we see absolutely no ion signal and,
second, the 1CR2PI spectrum (Figure 2, top) has no sharp
features at the bare atom line positions. Furthermore, we
identify resonant excitations of Cr quintet metastable states
(Figure 5), which cannot originate from the Cr source.

Droplet Size Dependence of Relaxation Mechanisms.
The relaxation dynamics are influenced by the size of the
droplets and we obtain information about this dependency
from the 1CR2PI spectrum in the range of the g5D3 ← z5P3° AI
transition (28 180−28 210 cm−1, see inset of Figure 2). The AI
peak height is proportional to the number of bare Cr atoms
ejected from the droplet in the z5P3° state. The background
signal, in contrast, corresponds to relaxation to other states that
lie high enough in energy to be photoionized by the dye laser
(e.g., y7P°, b3G, z7D°, b3P; note that all of these are higher in
energy than z5P3°). Also, Cr*−Hen exciplexes, even in case of a
z5P3° Cr state, contribute to the background and not to the AI
peak. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the AI peak height to the
background. The peak height is obtained from a Gauss fit of the
AI peak. Monitoring the ratio has the advantage that it is not
influenced by variations of HeN flux with nozzle temperature.
The AI peak height decreases almost by a factor of 3 with
respect to the background for an increase of droplet radius from
∼15 to ∼46 Å. We take this as indication that for increasingly
larger droplets relaxation to lower states than z5P3° occurs. In Ar

Figure 2. Top: 1CR2PI spectrum of the y7P2,3,4° (3d44s4p) ← a7S3
(3d54s) transition recorded by detecting 52Cr+.23 Bare atom ground
state transitions are indicated by triangles.37 The sharp lines can be
assigned to transitions of bare, excited atoms to autoionizing states.
The spectrum was recorded with T0 = 20 K, and the inset shows scans
in the g5D3 ← z5P2,3° region for other droplet sizes. Bottom: 2CR2PI
spectrum of the same transition at comparable conditions, detected at
the 52Cr+ mass (52 u, black curve) and 52Cr+−He mass (56 u, gray
curve). Different scaling factors are used for the two spectra. Detailed
scans in the region of bare atom transitions are also shown.
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matrices, where the perturbation by the host matrix is stronger
and not limited in time because of ejection, Cr excitation to
z7P° leads primarily to relaxation to a3P states, which are lower
in energy than states we find to be populated.39 Although
species on the HeN surface also show relaxation,25,32,41 our
findings can be better compared to the Ag−HeN system, where
excitation to the droplet broadened Ag 2P3/2 structure leads to
the ejection of bare Ag atoms in the 2P1/2 state

33 and increasing
the droplet size leads to an increase of Ag 2P1/2 yield. The
increased nonradiative transfer of population in excited Ag to
the lowest excited state (2P1/2) for larger droplets supports our
findings. In Cr the next lower state (z7F6°) lies about 1000 cm

−1

beneath z5P3° and, within a few thousand wavenumbers, a
multitude of states with all multiplicities can be found.37

Increased relaxation to lower states for longer interaction with
the helium droplet during ejection from larger droplets seems
thus to be reasonable.
z7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 Excitation. The 2CR2PI spectrum via the

z7P2,3,4° (3d54p) as resonant intermediate state is shown in
Figure 4 for the detection of 52Cr+ (black) and 52Cr+−He ions
(gray). Upon comparison of the 52Cr+ spectrum to beam
depletion spectra,24 it becomes evident that for both techniques
the droplet broadened feature has the same onset at about
23 400 cm−1 and that it extends several hundred wavenumbers
to the blue. For the 2CR2PI spectrum the spectral shape is
given by the combination of in-droplet excitation, subsequent
relaxation, ejection from the droplet and, finally, ionization.
Only z7P° and a3P lie high enough in energy to be ionized by a
XeCl laser photon (32 468 cm−1); relaxation to lower states will
not contribute to the ion signal. We thus expect that a major
part of the excited atoms relax to lower states and do not
contribute to the 2CR2PI spectrum. The 52Cr+−He signal
above 23 400 cm−1, although very weak, demonstrates the
formation of Cr*−He exciplexes upon excitation to z7P2,3,4° , as
for y7P2,3,4° excitation above (Figure 2).
Similar to the y7P2,3,4° intermediate state, narrow spectral

structures appear in the 52Cr+ detected spectrum at the bare
atom z7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 line positions, also showing a wing toward
higher wavenumbers. As will be discussed below, this is an
indication for the presence of bare a7S3 Cr atoms and Cr−Hen
ground-state molecules.
Formation of Quintet State Atoms. To examine the

population of other states than the septet ground state, PI
spectra were recorded with the dye laser scanning over the

spectral regions of metastable quintet state transitions (green
arrows in Figure 1) while the XeCl laser wavelength was fixed.
As shown in Figure 5, we observe the population of the

metastable a5S2 (3d
54s) state. In yet another wavelength range

we find evidence for population of another metastable quintet
state by identifying the bare atom transitions originating from
a5D (3d44s2) (not shown). This can be taken as another proof
that the atoms cannot origin directly from the evaporation
source but have to experience a droplet-mediated relaxation.
Clearly, the spectrum in Figure 5 is dominated by the strong
free atom z5P1,2,3° (3d54p) ← a5S2 (3d54s) transition. The
structure in the range 19 150−19 600 cm−1 is a superposition of
a broad structure of unclear origin and sharp features at the
bare atom z5P1,2,3° ← a5S2 transitions. The broad structure is

Figure 3. Ratio of atoms ionized through the g5D3 autoionization state
(g5D3 ← z5P3° transition) to atoms ionized into continuum states in
dependence on the droplet size. The line represents a linear fit and
serves as guide to the eye.

Figure 4. 2CR2PI excitation spectrum of the z7P2,3,4° (3d54p) ← a7S3
(3d54s) transition (T0 = 20 K, N̂ = 1300), recorded at the 52Cr+ mass
(52 u, black curve) and 52Cr+−He mass (56 u, gray curve) with
different scaling factors. The inset shows high resolution scans at both
masses with vertical offsets. Bare atom z7P2,3,4° ← a7S3 transitions

37 are
indicated by triangles.

Figure 5. 2CR2PI excitation spectrum of the z5P1,2,3° ← a5S2 and
z7D1,2° ← a5S2 transitions recorded at the 52Cr+ mass (52 u). Bare atom
transitions are indicated with squares.37 The gray curve serves to
indicate a broad structure of unknown origin.
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schematically indicated with a gray line, starting to the red side
of the free atom transitions and having a weak maximum at
19 300 cm−1. The wing to the blue side of the z5P1,2,3° ← a5S2
feature has thus a width of ∼50 cm−1. Within the observed
energy region also the z7D1,2° (3d44s4p) ← a5S2 (3d54s)
intercombination lines appear as sharp free atom transitions
with wings to the blue side. We note that although these are
intercombination lines, they are listed in literature for bare
atoms.42

Formation of Cr−Hen Complexes and Cr*−He
Exciplexes. Multiphoton ionization schemes of Cr−HeN give
rise to the detection of Cr+−Hen complexes in our current
study. The abundance of Cr+−Hen with n > 1 is very low and
the products are almost exclusively detected at the mass
windows corresponding to Cr+ atoms and Cr+−He in the
examined spectral regimes.
The formation of exciplexes, consisting of excited atoms or

molecules with several attached helium atoms, has been
observed upon photoexcitation for various species inside and
on the surface of helium nanodroplets.25−28,32−34 In these
experiments it has been shown that REMPI spectroscopy
allows to draw conclusions on the formation of intermediate
neutral exciplexes only with some reservation because it probes
the resultant ionic complexes. If the ionizing laser photon
energy is higher than the vertical ionization potential, the
generated ionic complex can carry internal energy, which may
cause the evaporation of helium atoms from the ionic
complexes. Consequently, our REMPI mass spectra do not
necessarily reflect the abundance of exciplexes; moreover the
number of He atoms attached to the dopant will be
underestimated. In our experiments, the formation of Cr*−
He exciplexes is observed. The Cr+−He spectra presented in
Figures 2 and 4 have a similar shape as the droplet broadened
transitions monitored at the Cr+ mass window. This shows that
Cr*−Hen exciplexes are formed and ejected upon photo-
excitation with the dye laser. In contrast to other helium
droplet isolation experiments, we find evidence for the presence
of ground state Cr−Hen complexes, which will be discussed in
the following. These complexes are formed when the XeCl laser
is present and are ionized by two-photon ionization; i.e., at least
three photons are involved in the overall process that proceeds
during the laser pulse duration (∼20 ns).
A striking difference between the 2CR2PI and 1CR2PI

spectra in Figure 2 is the emerging sharp spectral lines that
correspond to the bare atom y7P2,3,4° ←a7S3 transitions. The
spectrally sharp transitions are accompanied by a small wing
that extends toward the blue side. These spectral features are
exclusively observed if the XeCl laser pulse is present. Similar
transitions can be seen in the 2CR2PI spectra shown in Figures
4 and 5. Note that these features appear in addition to the
droplet broadened structures and, especially, they are not
present at the y7P4° ← a7S3 transition shown in the 1CR2PI
spectrum (top Figure 2). In this region the dye laser excites a
Cr−HeN transition but does not give rise to a sharp spectral
line. Furthermore, the sharp spectral lines shown in Figure 2
accompanied by blue wings are only present if the QMS is set
to the Cr bare atom mass window.
Evidence for the connection of the blue wings to the

formation of Cr−Hen complexes can be seen in the inset of
Figure 4 at the z7P2° (3d

54p) ← a7S3 (3d
54s) transition. Therein

the Cr+ and Cr+−He ion yields are compared (Cr+ is vertically
offset and the two signals are scaled with different factors). It
can be seen that in contrast to the Cr+ signal, the small wing but

not the sharp lines are observed at the Cr+−He mass (the low
abundance of Cr+−He2 forbids the recording of an excitation
spectrum for the corresponding mass window). Hence the
origin of the sharp peaks can be attributed unambiguously to
bare atoms in the a7S3 state. The fact that the wings are present
in both mass windows and that they are only observed in the
2CR2PI spectra demonstrates that they must originate from
Cr−Hen (n ≥ 1) products generated by a XeCl laser UV
photon. It is important to note that in this spectral region,
below the onset of the droplet broadened transition at 23 400
cm−1, the signal corresponds exclusively to an excitation
spectrum of products formed by the XeCl laser. Above 23 400
cm−1 the production of ground state Cr and Cr−Hen by the
XeCl laser is competing with dye laser excitation of Cr−HeN.
We think that the absence of pronounced wings in the Cr+−He
signal for the z7P3,4° (3d54p) ← a7S3 (3d54s) transitions in
Figure 4 is related to the competition between these two
excitation paths. Alternatively, the ability of excited Cr atoms to
bind He atoms might be higher for the z7P2° state than for the
z7P3,4° states. At the y7P2,3,4° (3d44s4p) ← a7S3 (3d54s)
transitions in Figure 2 the signal-to-noise ratio in the Cr+−
He signal was unfortunately too low, which forbids a
comparison to the Cr+ signal near the small blue wings.
The observation of these wings is remarkable because these

Cr−Hen complexes must be in their electronic septet or quintet
ground state. Recent calculations of our group43 show that the
lowest Cr−He quintet and septet states are very weakly bound
(a few wavenumbers, only one vibrational level is supported)
with large internuclear separation (Re > 5 Å). Calculations for
coinage metals show that the binding energy rises with
increasing number of helium atoms attached to the metal
atom.44 For the ground state, the coinage metals with their
completely filled d-orbitals and one electron in the s-orbital,
and chromium with its half-filled d-orbitals and one s-electron
are very similar in their interaction with He atoms, which is
dictated mainly by the electron in the s-orbital.43 Consequently,
the observed spectrum suggests that larger Cr−Hen complexes
are formed upon UV excitation, followed by droplet-mediated
relaxation via various routes into the electronic septet and
quintet (and probably also into the triplet) ground states. Note
that this process must be completed in less than 20 ns, the
pulse duration of the synchronized excitation and ionization
lasers. The observed narrow structures represent the spectral
signature of a transition that originates from a very weakly
bound ground state at large internuclear distances into the
slightly repulsive part of an intermediate Cr−Hen state. This is
expected from the Cr−He diatomic potential energy curves in
ref 43. The excess energy of the laser and the internal energy of
the formed Cr+−Hen complex will cause fragmentation of the
intermediate complexes, which explains the observation of
mainly Cr+ and Cr+−He in the mass spectrum. Consequently,
REMPI spectroscopy forbids conclusions on the size of the
intermediate Cr−Hen complexes. From the present data we
cannot exclude a surface migration of Cr atoms upon UV
excitation. A similar scenario has been suggested for excited
NO* molecules on helium nanodroplets.34 The investigated Cr
transitions can be compared to the 4p ← 4s transition in
potassium, which is located on the droplet surface.45 Similar to
Cr−Hen, the potassium transition exhibits a characteristic
narrow, asymmetric shape as well as a coincidence of the bare
atom transition with the rising edge of the droplet broadened
transition. More sophisticated calculations will assist the
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assignment of the transitions to a small or large Cr−Hen parent
complex.
On the basis of our data we cannot draw conclusions on the

process that underlies the formation of ground state and
metastable Cr atoms and Cr−Hen complexes because the
spectral regime above the y7P° state is not covered by our dye
laser. We propose two different scenarios for the production of
ground state and metastable Cr atoms and Cr−Hen. (i) Septet
states are absent in the concerning spectral regime, but states
with other multiplicities lie in the vicinity of the XeCl laser
photon energy. Transitions from the septet ground state into
states with other multiplicities, as they are observed for Cr
(Figure 5), may be excited and responsible for the production
of ground state and metastable state complexes. (ii) At our
experimental conditions, Cr dimers are present in a certain
fraction of helium droplets. The excitation of a dimer transition
in the concerning spectral region may give rise to the
production of various products such as Cr + Cr*−Hen, Cr*
+ Cr−Hen, or Cr*2. The formation of Cr dimers is observed in
helium nanodroplets,22 and their spectra will be explored in the
near future.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Chromium atoms doped to superfluid helium nanodroplets are
investigated with one- and two-color resonant two-photon
ionization spectroscopy (1CR2PI and 2CR2PI, respectively) via
the y7P2,3,4° resonant intermediate states and with 2CR2PI via
the z7P2,3,4° states. We find two independent indications that
nonradiative population transfer of excited Cr* atoms mediated
by the droplet takes place to lower states than previously
identified.23,24 For the y7P2,3,4° intermediate states, comparison
of 1CR2PI and 2CR2PI is possible and an additional shoulder
observed with 2CR2PI indicates the population of Cr* states
that are too low in energy to be detected with 1CR2PI.
Additionally, a decrease of z5P3° population of bare Cr* atoms
for increasing droplet size also points toward relaxation to
energetically lower states as the duration of interaction with
helium during ejection is increased. The formation of Cr*−Hen
exciplexes upon in-droplet excitation of y7P° and z7P° is
demonstrated by the fact that the excitation spectra obtained
with Cr+ and Cr+−He detection are identical.
All 2CR2PI spectra reveal sharp lines at the bare atom

positions, which we attribute to the presence of the 308 nm
XeCl laser. A fast (<20 ns) excitation−relaxation cycle produces
bare Cr atoms in the septet ground state (a7S3) as well as
metastable quintet (a5S2 and a5D) states, which are
subsequently probed by 2CR2PI. All of these lines show a
wing on their blue side, which indicates the presence of ground
and metastable Cr−Hen molecules. In addition, the detection of
Cr+−He ions in spectral regions of the z7P2° ← a7S3 wing
verifies the presence of ground state Cr−Hen complexes. Given
the weak binding energy of ground-state septet and quintet
Cr−He diatomic molecules43 and the presumably only slightly
stronger bond of Cr−Hen complexes,44 this observation is
remarkable as it demonstrates that a complete relaxation to the
Cr ground state has to take place inside the droplet.
The complex electronic structure of the Cr atom leads to

even more complex electronic structure inside a helium droplet
due to the perturbation by the surrounding helium. Several
different relaxation channels to repulsive states that cause an
ejection from the droplet might compete. The fact that Cr ions
with attached helium atoms are detected in our experiments
suggests that Cr−Hen formation needs to be considered for the

explanation of relaxation pathways and the description of the
dynamics of Cr atoms inside helium droplets, calling for more
sophisticated theoretical models. The Cr−He potential energy
curves calculated in our group43 can serve as a starting point for
this task. Finally, it cannot be decided from our current data if
ground state Cr atoms and Cr−Hen complexes originate from
excitation of single Cr atoms inside HeN or a photoinduced
dissociation of Cr dimers inside the droplet. Photoexcitation of
Cr dimers is subject of our current research.
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